INTRODUCTION
In surveillance and monitoring applications, motion detection using commercial cameras with off-line high-level algorithm processing is not efficient. They have to force the high-level processor continuously analyze the acquired high-resolution images. This causes a large waste of power, since there are no events in most of the cases. Embedding low-level image processing on-chip will make the system to be more energy efficient. In this demonstration, we present a QVGA vision sensor embedding a low-power dynamic background subtraction algorithm [1] . The sensor detects anomalous motion and generates an alert event map as input for high-level processor. Several sensors reported in literatures detect motion events based on frame difference technique embedded on-chip, however they cannot suppress noisy zones of the scene such as swaying vegetation. Different from our previous fully analog implementation [2] -[3] , this digital approach allows motion detection over a large range even in harsh outdoor scenarios. The chip consumes 1.6mW when operating at 15fps dispatching QVGA gray-scale image and event map. In this demonstration, we use FPGA module to control the vision sensor, for low power surveillance and monitoring application, it could be simply replaced with one low power processor to build a low power system which lasts for months with battery.
II. DEMONSTRATION SETUP
The demonstration setup is depicted in Fig.1 . The vision chip is mounted on one PCB hosting a 3D-printed C-mount lens holder. The demo is controlled by one FPGA board connected to a laptop, which is used to provide the power supply and to acquire grayscale images together with their motion bitmaps. The images will be drawn in real-time on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) application running on the laptop.
III. VISITOR EXPERIENCE
The visitor could interact freely with the demonstration. The GUI running on the laptop will show the visitor in real-time the gray image with its corresponding event map. By this way, the visitor could understand easily how the vision sensor detects motion events and updates its background information in realtime. An object with periodic movement could also be placed before the demo, then the visitor will verify that this vision sensor adapts even dynamic background (shown in Fig. 2) .
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